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Abstract 
 In this paper, a critical discussion is made of the role of entailments in the so-called 
New Paradigm of psychology of reasoning based on Bayesian models of rationality (Elqayam 
& Over, 2013). It is argued that assessments of probabilistic coherence cannot stand on their 
own, but that they need to be integrated with empirical studies of intuitive entailment 
judgments. This need is motivated not just by the requirements of probability theory itself, but 
also by a need to enhance the interdisciplinary integration of the psychology of reasoning with 
formal semantics in linguistics. The constructive goal of the paper is to introduce a new 
experimental paradigm, called the Dialogical Entailment task, to supplement current trends in 
the psychology of reasoning towards investigating knowledge-rich, social reasoning under 
uncertainty (Oaksford and Chater, 2019). As a case study, this experimental paradigm is 
applied to reasoning with conditionals and negation operators (e.g. CEM and wide and 
narrow-scope negation). As part of the investigation, participants’ entailment judgments are 
evaluated against their probability evaluations to assess participants’ cross-task consistency 
over two experimental sessions.  
 Keywords: Entailment Judgments, Relevance, Conditionals, Negations, Then, 
Probabilities. 
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The Dialogical Entailment Task1 
The empirical measurement of accepted entailments has been the subject of some 
recent controversy in the psychology of reasoning. In an influential paper, Evans (2002) 
criticizes five decades of reasoning research for following a deductive paradigm that has 
investigated participants' reasoning competence with a particular type of task that many 
participants find unnatural, based on a normative model of correct reasoning derived from 
classical logic. More specifically, participants were usually asked to reason with abstract 
stimulus materials (e.g. letters and numbers) in tasks, where they were asked to assess logical 
arguments, or produce logically valid conclusions, with little or no instructions on how to 
understand central semantic notions like validity, soundness, and logical necessity. Moreover, 
even when more naturalistic stimulus materials were employed, the tasks still required 
participants without logical instruction to set aside their background knowledge and evaluate 
conclusions in light of premises that they were supposed to just assume to be true. Yet, this is 
a type of processing that participants find unnatural as shown by well-documented context 
effects and belief bias effects (Klauer, Musch, and Naumer, 2000). Furthermore, in this 
paradigm, participants were assessed based on interpretations of natural language words like 
some, if, and not from first-order logic, which is something that subsequent research has 
shown to be particularly problematic for natural language conditionals (Evans & Over, 2004). 
One type of response in the so-called New Paradigm in the psychology of reasoning 
has been to adopt a probabilistic task format, where participants are required to indicate their 
responses in terms of degrees of belief and are permitted to use their background knowledge 
(Elqayam & Over, 2013). This shift has been instrumental in investigating knowledge-rich 
                                                          
1  I would like to thank Mike Oaksford, Eric Raidl, Nicole Cruz, David Over, Stefan 
Kaufmann, Keith Stenning, David Kellen, Vincenzo Crupi, Seth Yalcin, and Andrew Bacon 
for comments/conversations, as well as the audiences at London Reasoning Workshop (2018), 
What If, Konstanz (2018), and Dagstuhl Seminar (2019). Thanks also goes to Alison Scheel 
for her help in setting up some of the experiments. 
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inferences closer to commonsense in individual reasoning and in opening up new lines of 
investigation into argumentation and social reasoning (Oaksford and Chater, 2019).  
The replacement of response format, however, also raises questions about how well 
participants' performance under the New Paradigm compares with the decades of data 
collected under the old Deduction Paradigm (Singmann & Klauer, 2011). Moreover, an often 
overlooked feature of the probabilistic representations of degrees of belief within psychology 
is that they also require basic logical properties like freedom from inconsistency and logical 
closure, which remain requirements of rational belief even within the New Paradigm 
(Skovgaard-Olsen, 2017a).2 Probability theory can either be formulated in terms of set theory 
or in the language of propositional logic. Either way, there are certain logical properties that 
degrees of beliefs represented by probabilities must satisfy, like the ones listed below 
(Peterson, 2017, Ch. 6). Consequently, participants tested in the New Paradigm should still 
exhibit deductive competence to count as rational, Bayesian agents. For instance, they should 
still be able to assign probability 1 to logical consequences when reasoning with premises that 
have probability 1 (Oaksford and Chater, 2009). And, more generally, degrees of belief of 
rational Bayesian agents are constrained by the properties of logical truth, logical 
consequence, consistency, and logical equivalence as follows (Adams, 1998, p. 21-24): 
If φ is logically true, then their degree of belief in φ should be: P(φ) = 1,  
If φ logically implies ψ, then their degrees of belief in φ and ψ should conform to the 
inequality: P(φ) ≤ P(ψ) 
If φ and ψ are logically inconsistent, then their degrees of belief in φ and ψ should 
conform to: P(φ ⋁ ψ) = P(φ) + P(ψ)  
If φ and ψ are logically equivalent, then their degrees of belief in φ and ψ should 
conform to: P(φ) = P(ψ)   
                                                          
2  For further discussion of the requirements of rational beliefs see Spohn (2012) and 
Raidl & Skovgaard-Olsen (2017). 
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By introducing the requirement that (arbitrary complex) logical relations should be recognized 
in the assignment of degrees of beliefs, even when reasoning with uncertain premises, these 
principles illustrate how probability theory adds further requirements of rationality; not less. 
P-validity 
As part of the New Paradigm, a need to study inferences from uncertain premises has 
been identified (Stevenson and Over, 1995). One common solution has been to incorporate 
the work of Adams (1975, 1998) on probabilistic validity as generalizing the notion of classic 
validity (Cruz, Baratgin, Oaksford, and Over, 2015; Cruz, Over, Oaksford, & Baratgin, 2016; 
Cruz, Over, Oaksford, 2017; Evans, Thompson, & Over, 2015; Singmann, Klauer, & Over, 
2014). Whereas classically valid inferences preserve truth from the premises to the 
conclusion, p-valid inferences cannot go from low uncertainty in the premises to high 
uncertainty in the conclusion. Defining the uncertainty of φ as U(φ) = 1-P(φ), this idea can be 
explicated in terms of the uncertainty sum-rule. 
THE UNCERTAINTY SUM-RULE AND P-VALIDITY: the inference from a set of 
premises, Γ, to φ is probabilistically valid iff it holds for all coherent probability 
distributions that U(φ) ≤ U(ψ1)+…+ U(ψn), for ψ1 … ψn ∈ Γ.  
Or put more colloquially: the inference is p-valid if and only if the uncertainty of the 
conclusion is not greater than the sum of the uncertainty of the premises, for all coherent ways 
of assigning degrees of belief to the premises and the conclusion. In the New Paradigm, 
Adams’ work on p-validity has been celebrated as a general solution to the problem of which 
inferences to accept when reasoning under uncertainty with degrees of belief that avoids the 
problems associated with asking participants to reason based on logical validity.  
The empirical question of whether participants are then better able to reason based on 
p-validity is, however, not entirely clear. For instance, Evans et al. (2015) obtained mixed 
results when investigating the four inferences of the conditional inference task: MP (If A, C; 
A, therefore C), MT (If A, C; ¬C, therefore ¬A), DA (If A, C; ¬A, therefore ¬C), AC (If A, 
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C; C, therefore A). When examining chance-corrected hit-rate levels according to p-validity, 
Evans et al. (2015) only found a reliable above chance performance for the valid MP and the 
invalid AC inference; for the valid inference MT the hit rate was below chance levels. As the 
authors note: "participants did not conform to p-validity on the inferences that are actually 
valid, MP and MT. Indeed there was a small trend in the opposite direction" (p. 9). Similarly, 
Singmann et al. (2014) found that participants only conformed to p-validity for MP inferences 
and not for MT inferences. Moreover, when Cruz et al. (2017) stipulate the premise 
probability to be 100%, mean estimates for the conclusion of the valid inferences considered 
were around 85%-92%, in violation of the uncertainty sum-rule.  
There is some discussion about whether the uncertainty sum-rule can be applied to 
point estimates as opposed to interval estimates representing coherence intervals of imprecise 
probabilities (Kleiter, 2018; see also Pfeifer and Kleiter, 2009). But here we highlight a 
different issue: the definition of p-validity contains a universal quantifier, which requires that 
the uncertainty sum-rule is conformed to by all coherent probability distributions. Similarly, 
the model-theoretic notion of classical validity contains a universal quantifier requiring that 
the conclusion of valid inferences is true in all models satisfying the premises. This universal 
quantifier gives classically valid inferences the modal content that they are necessary (i.e. that 
there cannot exist a model of a classically valid inference in which the premises are true and 
the conclusion is false). Similarly, the universal quantifier in the uncertainty sum-rule gives p-
valid inferences the modal content that there cannot exist a coherent probability assignment in 
which the uncertainty of the conclusion is greater than the sum of the uncertainty of the 
premises. 
In the abovementioned psychological studies advocating p-validity, it is common to 
investigate only a handful of premise probabilities (e.g. by stipulating that the premise 
probability is 60%, 80%, and 100%) and measure the probability assigned to the conclusion 
of valid and invalid inferences. Since, however, this type of task does not address the 
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universal quantifier, and the modal content of p-valid inferences, it would be more accurate to 
say that what these studies investigate is first and foremost participants’ probabilistic 
coherence, or whether their probability assignments are in agreement with the uncertainty 
sum-rule. In contrast, these studies do not directly investigate participants’ acceptance of 
entailments in p-valid inferences—since for this, the experimental tasks would have had to be 
designed in a way that is suited for the modal content of p-valid inferences. To draw an 
analogy: from a handful of (or even many) truth-value assignments to the premises and 
conclusions of MP inferences, one has not shown that participants accept the entailment from 
the premises to the conclusion. For this, one would have to show that participants accept that 
the conclusion cannot fail to be true, once the premises are true. 
It would appear then that there still exists a need for finding a natural way of assessing 
participants' acceptance of entailments in the New Paradigm, in spite of its many 
improvements to the research practice of psychologists studying human reasoning and in spite 
of the considerable merits of p-validity. Given the central role that entailments continue to 
play in the mathematical modelling of natural language through formal semantics in 
linguistics (see e.g. Cann, 1993; Heim & Kratzer, 1998), it would be desirable to have a 
substantive body of empirical data surveying the entailment judgments of ordinary people. 
For instance, to know which of the logical principles discussed in Arlo-Costa (2007) 
characterize natural language conditionals, instead of further investigations into MP, MT, AC, 
and DA, which are not discriminatory with respect to competing logical systems. Indeed, 
according to Winter (2016, Ch. 2), a central empirical adequacy criterion of semantic theories 
is that they respect intuitive entailment judgments. Intuitive entailment judgments thus make 
up one of the primary sources of data for semantic theories.  
The Dialogical Entailment Task 
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For the reasons indicated above, the present paper seeks to present a more natural, 
dialogical paradigm for eliciting participants’ acceptance of entailments.3 The inspiration 
comes from various sources. First, from the observation that classical logic is best viewed as a 
competence model for adversarial reasoning when we attempt to disprove the arguments of 
our interlocutors (Stenning and van Lambalgen, 2008). Second, the idea is motivated by the 
observation that attributions of consequential commitments in argumentative contexts provide 
a natural setting for assessing participants' grasp of the logical consequences of their beliefs 
(Skovgaard-Olsen, 2017a). Finally, it is informed by linguistic work on empirical evidence for 
semantic theories (Tonhauser and Matthewson, 2015). 
The Dialogical Entailment Task has the following format: Samuel asserts the premise 
of a supposed entailment and denies its conclusion. His interlocutor, Louis, points out that 
Samuel has said two things that cannot both be true. The task of the participants is to assess 
the extent to which they agree/disagree with Louis' accusation on a Likert-scale.  
In asking participants to judge whether Samuel has said two things that cannot both be 
true, the task builds on previous work reporting that participants find it easier to make such 
judgments than direct judgments concerning consistency (Johnson-Laird, Girotto & Legrenzi, 
2004). Since the objection of inconsistency moreover concerns another speaker, the dialogical 
setting of the task is expected to make it more natural for participants to reason on the basis of 
the premises of the supposed entailment while setting aside their own beliefs. While it is 
perceived as unnatural for participants without logical training to bracket their own 
background beliefs, it is not unnatural for naive participants to reason on the basis of the 
foreign premises of another interlocutor and point out consistency problems in their line of 
reasoning. Finally, due to its basis on intuitive objections of inconsistency, the task does not 
                                                          
3  This task was first put to use in Skovgaard-Olsen, Kellen, Hahn, and Klauer (2019b), 
when investigating and-to-if inferences. 
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require participants to have a sophisticated grasp of semantic notions like soundness, validity, 
or logical necessity (Tonhauser and Matthewson, 2015).  
Earlier studies have examined which inferences participants draw in dialogical settings 
(Stevenson and Over, 1995; Thompson and Byrne, 2002) and investigated their degree of 
belief in the conclusion of informal reasoning fallacies as well as their acceptance of such 
arguments (Oaksford and Hahn, 2004; Hahn and Oaksford, 2007). These studies were, 
however, not designed to elicit participants' entailment judgments (as opposed to their 
acceptance of other types of inferences like, say, inductive inferences or implicatures). In fact, 
much of the research on argumentation within the New Paradigm has been conducted with the 
explicit goal of showing how everyday informal arguments that have been set aside by 
classical logic can nevertheless be captured by rational Bayesian reconstructions (Hahn, 
Harris, and Oaksford, 2012). In contrast, in Eva & Hartmann (2018) it is argued that even on a 
Bayesian approach to argumentation, an interest should be taken in valid arguments. The 
reason they give is that valid arguments have the property of ensuring that increases to the 
probability of one of the premises will guarantee that the probability of the conclusion 
increases. This points in the same direction as Adams' (1975) work on p-validity reviewed 
above, but is shown to hold in a much more general framework based on minimizing the 
Kullback-Leibler distance between the prior and posterior probability distributions.4 This goes 
to show that even within the New Paradigm there is a need to investigate participants' 
acceptance of entailments in argumentative contexts.  
Entailment judgments 
 The following principles are much discussed in conditional logics: 
                                                          
4  However, it should be noted that Eva & Hartmann’s (2018) argument is based on 
conjectures generalizing from examining inferences like MP, MT, AC, and DA without 
presenting a proof for the general case. It is also unclear how far their conclusions generalize 
to other frameworks. For instance, Kleiter (2018) finds that while MT is p-valid it is not n-
increasing, in the sense that if the probability of any of the n premises increases, the 
probability of the conclusion also increases. 
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The Negation Principle   ¬(if A, C) ⇔ if A, ¬C 
Conditional Excluded Middle  (if A, C) ∨ (if A, ¬C) 
As Adams (1998) says:  
The negation of a conditional, e.g., “It is not the case that if it rains it will pour,” is 
superficially simple to analyze, because it seems intuitively to be equivalent to the 
conditional denial, “If it rains it won’t pour.” In general, on this view ~(𝜑 ⇒ 𝜓) 
seems to be equivalent to 𝜑 ⇒ ~𝜓. (p. 270) 
Correspondingly, the Negation Principle is central to the Suppositional Theory of conditionals 
(Handley et al., 2006) and accepted by Stalnaker (2011, p. 233) and the three-valued logic of 
conditionals in Cantwell (2008a).  
This principle moreover follows on general grounds connecting conditionals, 
subjective probability, and betting that have been influential in the New Paradigm based on 
work by de Finetti and Ramsey (Baratgin, Over, & Politzer 2013; Baratgin, Politzer, Over, & 
Takahaschi, 2018). On such accounts, the indicative conditional is explicated by the de Finetti 
truth table, which assigns conditionals the value ‘True’ in the ⊤⊤ cell, ‘False’ in the ⊤⊥ cell, 
and ‘void’ in the false antecedent cells.5 This assignment is in turn motivated by a betting 
analysis, according to which a conditional bet on “if A, C” is won if “A & C” turns out to be 
the case, lost if “A & ¬C” turns out to be the case and rendered void if “¬A” is the case. 
Since bets on [¬(if A, C)] and [if A, ¬C] have the same pattern of wins and losses, the 
Negation Principle follows for probabilistic accounts of conditionals that are based on these 
principles. 
Concerning the Principle of Conditional Excluded Middle, there is a famous dispute 
between Lewis (1973) and Stalnaker (1980) about whether to accept it for subjunctive 
conditionals (e.g. ‘If Oswald hadn’t killed Kennedy, someone else would have’). Yet, Bacon 
                                                          
5  The Jeffrey table is a variant of this, which assigns the value ‘P(C|A)’ in the false 
antecedent cells. 
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(2015, 2019) argues that the status of the Principle of Conditional Excluded Middle is much 
less controversial for indicative conditionals (e.g. ‘If Oswald didn’t kill Kennedy, someone 
else did’) than for subjunctive conditionals. Both the Negation Principle and the Principle of 
Conditional Excluded Middle require the following inference to be valid (where ‘⊨’ indicates 
semantic consequence): 
Target Inference:  ¬(if A, C) ⊨ if A, ¬C  
 However, if, in contrast, participants think that [¬(if A, C)] can be true because neither 
[if A, C] nor [if A, ¬C] are true, when there is no dependency between A and C, then the 
Target Inference should not be accepted. Accordingly, inferentialist accounts of conditionals 
that make inferential relations between A and C part of the truth conditions of conditionals, 
like Douven (2015), should reject the validity of the Target Inference. 
In the experiments that follow, we will therefore investigate whether participants 
accept the validity of the Target Inference. To do this, the following two baselines are 
employed as well:   
Agree Baseline:  if A, ¬C ⊨ ¬(if A, C)  
Disagree Baseline:  if A, C ⊨ if A, ¬C 
The idea behind the use of these baselines is to have two inferences which most 
theories will treat as valid,6 and invalid respectively, as a manipulation check for the 
Dialogical Entailment Task (described in further details below). The test then consists in 
assessing whether participants’ performance concerning Target Inference is more like their 
performance with respect to the Agree or the Disagree Baseline.  
                                                          
6  On Stalnaker’s logic, only the following restricted version of the Negation Principle 
holds: possibly(A) ⊨ ¬(if A, C) ⇔ if A, ¬C. In contrast, Stalnaker and Lewis’ possible 
worlds semantics cannot treat the Accept Baseline as valid due to their stipulation that all so-
called counterpossibles (i.e. conditionals with an impossible antecedent) are true 
irrespectively of the consequent. That is to say, whenever there is no accessible A-world, both 
[if A, ¬C] and [if A, C] are treated as true, and thus the Agree Baseline fails to be valid. 
However, this aspect of their treatment of counterpossibles is often criticized (see e.g. Mares, 
2007).  
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In investigating these inferences, relevance manipulations are applied, which are 
motivated below. 
The Relevance Effect 
In a famous footnote, Ramsey (1929/1990) suggested that two interlocutors could 
settle their argument over a conditional ‘if A, then C’ by hypothetically adding the antecedent, 
A, to their stock of beliefs and arguing over the consequent, C, on that basis. As explained in 
Arlo-Costa (2007), and Skovgaard-Olsen (2017b), this little footnote outlining the so-called 
“Ramsey test” has inspired at least three opposing research programs in logic. We will here 
focus on the two which have been most influential for linguistics and psychology.  
On the one hand, there is the Lewis (1973) and Stalnaker (1968) possible-worlds 
semantics of conditionals, which is popular in linguistics (Kratzer, 1986, 2012), that supplies 
an account of the truth conditions of subjunctive conditionals, according to which a 
subjunctive (i.e. ‘if A had been the case, then C would have occurred’) is true iff the 
consequent is true in all the closest possible world(-s) in which the antecedent is true. That is 
to say, in order for the conditional to be true, the consequent must be true in possible worlds 
where the antecedent is true that are otherwise minimally different from the actual world. In 
Stalnaker (1968), this is made precise by introducing a selection function, f(A, w), which 
selects the closest world (or, alternatively: the set of closest worlds) to w in which A is true. 
The conditional, [A > C], is then true iff the selected A-world(s) is a subset of the set of 
worlds in which C is true, [C] (Égré and Cozic, 2016). While Lewis (1973) only applies this 
analysis to subjunctive conditionals, Stalnaker (1968) takes it to hold for indicative 
conditionals as well. 
On the other hand, the Ramsey test has inspired the probabilistic semantics of 
indicative conditionals of Adams (1975), which in its original form denies that indicative 
conditionals have truth conditions, and subscribes to either P(if A, C) = P(C|A) or acc(if A, C) 
= acc(C|A), for ‘if A, C’ referring to simple conditionals (which exclude nestings of 
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conditionals). Here ‘acc(if A, C)’ stands for the acceptability of the conditional. Often this 
version of Adams’ thesis is preferred, because it is unclear whether P(if A, C) can still be 
interpreted as a probability in light of the so-called triviality results, which supply a reduction 
of the most obvious way of implementing this thesis (Bradley, 2007; Douven, 2015). Through 
the influence of the writings of Edgington (1995) and Bennett (2003), the psychological 
hypothesis that the probability of indicative conditionals is evaluated as the conditional 
probability, P(C|A), found its way into the psychological literature (Evans and Over, 2004), 
where it goes by the name “the Equation”.  
Results by Skovgaard-Olsen, Singmann, and Klauer (2016a) recently raised an 
explanatory challenge for proponents of the Equation, and theories of conditionals that 
postulate that indicative conditionals have a core meaning which exclude relevance relations 
between the antecedent and the consequent. In particular, Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2016a) 
found that relevance strongly moderated the evaluations of indicative conditionals, when 
investigating their probability and acceptability. For cases of Positive Relevance (P(C|A) - 
P(C| A�) > 0 ⇔ ΔP > 0), like “If Pete is setting his alarm clock, then Pete will get up in time 
for the meeting”, the conditional probability remained a good predictor of both the acceptance 
and probability of conditionals. For cases of Negative Relevance (P(C|A) - P(C|A�) < 0 ⇔ ΔP 
< 0), such as “If Pete is setting his alarm clock, then Pete will be late for the meeting”, and 
Irrelevance (P(C|A) - P(C|A�) = 0 ⇔ ΔP = 0), like “If Pete is wearing green socks, then Pete 
will be late for the meeting”, this relationship was disrupted. What this indicates is that 
participants tend to view the indicative conditional as defective under conditions, where the 
antecedent cannot be interpreted as providing a reason for the consequent, because the 
antecedent fails to raise its probability.    
It is sometimes suggested that the Relevance Effect should be interpreted in terms of 
causal readings of conditionals (e.g. van Rooij and Schulz, 2018; Oaksford and Chater, 2019), 
given that ΔP makes up the numerator in causal power (Cheng, 1997). But it is also possible 
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to consider causal relations as a specific instance of a more generic reason relation (Spohn, 
2012), which then turns the Relevance Effect into a finding concerning the relationship 
between conditionals, reasons, and arguments. Possible explanations for the Relevance Effect 
are diverse and have been explored in several recent publications (Cruz, Over, Oaksford & 
Baratgin, 2016; Krzyżanowska, Collins, & Hahn, 2017; Skovgaard-Olsen, Collins, 
Krzyżanowska, Hahn, & Klauer, 2019a). In this paper, the goal is to investigate whether 
relevance effects extend to participants’ reasoning with conditionals containing negation 
operators, in their probability assignments and entailment judgments. Experiment 1 starts out 
by applying the Dialogical Entailment Task to the three types of inferences introduced above. 
 
Experiment 1 
Methods 
Participants 
The experiment was conducted using the internet platform Mechanical Turk. 
Participants received a small amount of money in exchange for their participation. 116 took 
part in the experiment. The following exclusion criteria were used: not having English as the 
native language, failing to answer two SAT comprehension questions correctly in a warm-up 
phase, completing the task in less than 240 s or in more than 3600 s, and answering ‘not 
seriously at all’ to the question of how seriously they would take their participation. The final 
sample consisted of a total of 48 people. Mean age was 38.7 years, ranging from 21 to 68 
years, 58% of the participants were female, and 68.8% of the participants had an 
undergraduate degree or higher. The demographics of the participants were similar before and 
after exclusion. 
Design  
 The Experiment implemented a within-subjects design. Three factors were 
individually varied: Relevance (Positive Relevance vs. Irrelevance), Priors (HH, HL, LH, LL, 
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meaning, for example, that P(A) = low and P(C) = high for LH) and Inference Type. The 
Inference type factor had three levels: Agree Baseline, Disagree Baseline, and Target 
Inference (repeated below). Each participant thus completed 24 within-subject conditions in 
total.  
Materials and Procedure  
To reduce the dropout rate once the proper experiment had begun, participants were 
first shown our academic affiliations. The participants were then presented with two SAT 
comprehension questions in a warm-up phase and a seriousness check to ensure that the 
participants carefully completed their responses (Reips, 2002).  
The participants were given the following task instructions: 
In the following you are going to see a short conversation, where Louis 
accuses Samuel of saying two things that cannot both be true. Whether you agree with 
Samuel's assertions is beside the point. What we are interested in is just the extent to 
which you agree with Louis that Samuel is saying two things that cannot both be true. 
When you read the sentences please pay attention to small differences in their content, 
so that we don't unfairly accuse Samuel of making a mistake.  
Each participant completed judgments for the eight experimental conditions relating relevance 
and priors (Positive Relevance: HH, HL, LH, LL; Irrelevance HH, HL, LH, LL) in blocks 
featuring the three inference types. The order of the blocks was randomized anew for all 
participants. Each of these eight blocks was randomly assigned to one of 12 possible scenarios 
using random assignment without replacement such that each participant saw a different 
scenario for each condition. All items within a block were presented with the same scenario 
and were presented in random order.  
The 12 scenarios used in this study were taken from Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2016b). 
These scenarios were found to reliably induce assumptions about relevance and prior 
probabilities of the antecedent and the consequent in previous studies that implement our 
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experimental conditions. Table 1 displays sample items for the Mark scenario for Positive 
Relevance (∆p > 0), and Irrelevance (∆p = 0), for ∆p = P(C | A) – P(C | A�). 
Table 1. Stimulus Materials, Mark Scenario 
Scenario Mark has just arrived home from work and there will shortly be a great movie on television, which he has been 
looking forward to. Mark is quite excited because he recently bought a new TV with a large screen. He has a 
longing for popcorn, but his wife has probably eaten the last they had while he was gone. 
 Positive Relevance Irrelevance 
HH If Mark presses the on switch on his TV, then his TV 
will be turned on. 
If Mark is wearing socks, then his TV will work. 
HL If Mark looks for popcorn, then he will be having 
popcorn. 
If Mark is wearing socks, then his TV will 
malfunction. 
LH If the sales clerk in the local supermarket presses the 
on switch on Mark’s TV, then his TV will be turned 
on. 
If Mark is wearing a dress, then his TV will work. 
LL If Mark pulls the plug on his TV, then his TV will be 
turned off. 
If Mark is wearing a dress, then his TV will 
malfunction. 
 Positive relevance (PO):                   
Irrelevance (IR)               
                              
mean ΔP     =  .32                              
mean ΔP     = -.01 
                                               
High antecedent:       
Low antecedent:        
High consequent: 
Low consequent:             
mean P(A)  =  .70 
mean P(A)  =  .15 
mean P(C)  =  .77 
mean P(C)  =  .27 
Note. HL: P(A) = High, P(C) = low; LH: P(A) = low, P(C) = high. The bottom rows display the mean values for all 12 
scenarios pretested in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2016b). 
For the Mark scenario text in Table 1, participants assume that “Mark is pressing the 
on switch on his TV” raises the probability of that “his TV will be turned on”, and that both of 
these sentences have a high prior probability (Positive Relevance, HH). Conversely, 
participants assume that “Mark is wearing socks” is irrelevant for whether “his TV will 
work”, and that both have a high prior (Irrelevance, HH). The full list of scenarios can be 
found in the supplemental materials: https://osf.io/npc69/. 
On the first page of each block, the scenario was displayed. For future reference, the 
scenario was repeated on the top of each page that followed in grey colour. The next three 
pages presented the three inference types in random order.   
The participants saw two control items and a practice item before the actual 
experiment started, where it was emphasized that attention was needed to notice subtle 
differences between the wordings (e.g. use of 'not', 'false', 'wrong', 'correct', and 'if') of the 
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various sentences presented in the experiment. For the control items, Samuel would either 
assert “Some of the employees are invited to the party” and deny that “not all of the 
employees were invited” (i.e. consistently deny a scalar implicature), or assert that “John is a 
bachelor” and deny that “John is unmarried” (i.e. inconsistently denying an analytical 
consequence of his first assertion).  
In each case, Louis made the following objection to Samuel: 
 Louis: Wait, you've now said two things that can't both be true. 
The task of the participants was to indicate the extent to which they agreed/disagreed with 
Louis' statement above on a five-point Likert scale {strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, 
agree, strongly agree}. Agreeing with Louis' objection counts as accepting the entailment for 
a given inference. All other responses merely indicate lack of acceptance of the entailment.     
 The experimental task had the same format. This time Samuel would assert the 
premise and deny the conclusion of the three following inferences:  
   Agree Baseline:  if A, ¬C ⊨ ¬(if A, C) 
  Disagree Baseline:  if A, C ⊨ if A, ¬C 
Target Inference:  ¬(if A, C) ⊨ if A, ¬C  
In Table 2, Samuel's assertions with respect to these inferences are illustrated using the 
stimulus materials from Table 1 (however, without 'then' and 'will' in the consequents):7 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
7 For all the experiments in this paper, ‘then’ in the consequents was removed from the 
contents. This is to see whether reason relation readings of conditionals are induced by ‘then’ 
in the consequents (as suggested by Iatridou, 1994; von Fintel, 1994; Biezma, 2014). 
Additionally, ‘will’ was removed. The future tense was replaced with present tense. See 
Experiment 2 for further details on these modifications. 
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Table 2. The Dialogical Entailment Task 
Scenario 
Mark has just arrived home from work and there will shortly be a great movie on television, which he has been looking 
forward to. Mark is quite excited because he recently bought a new TV with a large screen. He has a longing for 
popcorn, but his wife has probably eaten the last they had while he was gone. 
Agree Baseline Reject Baseline Target Inference 
Positive Relevance 
Samuel:  
IF Mark presses the on switch on his 
TV, his TV does NOT turn on. 
...but it would be CORRECT to think 
that IF Mark presses the on switch on 
his TV, his TV turns on. 
Louis: 
Wait, you've now said two things that 
can't both be true.   
Samuel:  
IF Mark presses the on switch on his 
TV, his TV turns on. 
...but it would be WRONG to think 
that IF Mark presses the on switch on 
his TV, his TV does NOT turn on. 
Louis: 
Wait, you've now said two things that 
can't both be true.   
Samuel:  
It is FALSE that IF Mark presses the 
on switch on his TV, his TV turns on. 
...but it would be WRONG to think 
that IF Mark presses the on switch on 
his TV, his TV does NOT turn on. 
Louis: 
Wait, you've now said two things that 
can't both be true.   
 
Samuel:  
IF Mark is wearing socks, his TV does 
NOT work. 
...but it would be CORRECT to think 
that IF Mark is wearing socks, his TV 
works. 
Louis: 
Wait, you've now said two things that 
can't both be true.   
Irrelevance 
Samuel:  
IF Mark is wearing socks, his TV 
works. 
...but it would be WRONG to think 
that IF Mark is wearing socks, his TV 
does NOT work 
Louis: 
Wait, you've now said two things that 
can't both be true.   
 
Samuel:  
It is FALSE that IF Mark is wearing 
socks, his TV works. 
...but it would be WRONG to think 
that IF Mark is wearing socks, his TV 
does NOT work 
Louis: 
Wait, you've now said two things that 
can't both be true.   
Note. Samuel denies the conclusion of the inferences by saying 'it would be correct/wrong to think that...'. For the 
Agree Baseline, Samuel is denying a wide scope negated conditional [⌐(if A, C)]. To avoid using double negations, 
which are notoriously difficult to process, a formulation was chosen where Samuel denies the conclusion by saying that 
'...but it would be CORRECT to think that IF...' as opposed to '...but it would be WRONG to think that it is NOT the 
case that IF...'. 
Finally, Experiment 1 contained an open-ended question where participants were 
asked to explain why they had agreed/disagreed with Louis’ objection for each of the Target 
Inferences so that the foreign language learner Eva would be able to comprehend the task they 
just completed. These open-ended responses were, however, used in an exploratory fashion 
and are not reported for the statistical analysis below. But they can be accessed through the 
data set in the Online Supplementary Materials. 
 
Results 
Control Items. The degree to which participants agreed with accusing Samuel of an 
inconsistency was found to be significantly higher in the entailment control item (Mdn = 4.00) 
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than in the scalar implicature control item (Mdn = 2.00), V = 86, p < .01, r = -.29, for the 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The experimental task was thereby found to pass a first 
manipulation check.  
Entailment Judgments. To examine ratings of entailment for the three types of inferences, we 
relied on a set of mixed generalized linear models, which represent the acceptance of an 
entailment (a binary variable formed by answering “Agree” or “Strongly agree” to Louis’ 
objection to Samuel) by a binominal likelihood function together with a logit link function. 
The models had crossed random effects for intercepts and slopes by participants and by items 
(Baayen, Davidson, and Bates, 2008) to control for the effect of replicates for each participant 
and item in the experimental design. The models were fitted in a Bayesian framework using 
the R-package brms (Bürkner, 2017) with weakly informative priors and featured the 
following predictors: 
• Model M1 modelled acceptance of entailment as a function of the Inference factor 
(Agree vs. Disagree vs. Target), the Relevance factor (Positive Relevance vs. 
Irrelevance), and their interaction. 
• Model M2 built upon M1 but did not include the two-way interaction. 
• Model M3 built on M2 but did not include the Relevance factor. 
Table 3 reports the performance of these models as quantified by Watanabe-Akaike 
information criterion (WAIC) and the leave-one-out cross validation information criterion 
(LOOIC). 
                             Table 3. Model Comparison 
 LOOIC ΔLOOIC SE WAIC Weight 
M1 1273.14 4.87 2.62 1266.0 0.058 
M2 1269.99 1.73 0.90 1263.5 0.281 
M3 1268.27 0 -- 1262.0 0.661 
 
Note. Weight = Akaike weight of LOOIC. Lower numbers of 
LOOIC and WAIC indicate better predictive performance in light of 
the trade-off between model fit and parsimony. 
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The information criteria displayed in Table 3 indicate that M3 was the winning model. 
Hypotheses concerning the presence/absence of effects are tested here and below by setting 
coefficients of the full model (M1) equal to zero. In this way, evidence in favour of e.g. the H0 
that there is no main effect of Relevance can be quantified in terms of Bayes factors.  
The fact that M3 was the winning model suggests that the participants’ entailment 
judgments neither displayed a main effect of Relevance (b = 0.36, 95%-CI [-0.26, 1.01], 
BFH0H1 = 5.13) nor an interaction between Relevance and the Inference factor 
(bDisagree:Irrelevance = -0.51, 95%-CI [-1.34, 0.32], BFH0H1 = 3.55; bTarget:Irrelevance = -0.26, 95%-
CI [-1.17, 0.63], BFH0H1 = 5.79). In contrast, strong evidence was obtained for the hypothesis 
that the posterior probabilities of accepting the entailment in both the Disagree Baseline (b = -
2.22, 95%-CI [-3.19, -1.31], BFH0H1 = 1.88 * 10-9), and for the Target Inference (b = -1.31, 
95%-CI [-2.12, -0.52], BFH0H1 = 0.045), were substantially below the posterior probability of 
accepting the entailment in the Agree Baseline. Figure 1 displays the posterior probabilities of 
acceptance of entailment for each type of inference. 
        
 
Figure 1. Weighted posterior predictive probability of acceptance of entailment. ‘agree’ = baseline for 
agreement; ‘disagree’ = baseline for disagreement; ‘target’ = inference to be compared with the 
baselines. 'Probability' on the y-axis indicates posterior probability of accepting the entailment for a 
given inference. The posterior predictions of M1, M2, M3 have been weighted by their Akaike weight 
from Table 3 to produce this plot. 
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Discussion 
As a manipulation check of the Dialogical Entailment Task, participants’ performance with 
respect to two control items and two baselines were investigated. As expected, it was found 
that the participants accepted the entailment for the Agree Baseline and the Entailment 
Control Item, and did not accept the entailment for the Disagree Baseline and the Scalar 
Implicature control item. Having established this, we turned to the comparisons between the 
Target Inference and the two baselines.  
The results of Experiment 1 show strong evidence that participants have a lower 
posterior probability of accepting the entailment for the Disagree Baseline and the Target 
Inference than for the Agree Baseline. At the same time, the results indicate that participants 
lack a strong preference with respect to the Target Inferences in either direction, with 
posterior probabilities of acceptance of just above 50% at the group level. Since a main effect 
of relevance and an interaction with the Relevance factor were not found, this lack of 
preference concerning the Target Inference has to be accounted for on other grounds.   
 To further investigate participants’ performance with the Target Inference, Experiment 
2 investigates the extent to which participants’ performance in the Dialogical Entailment task 
is consistent with their probability assignments to conditionals with negation operators, across 
relevance levels. 
Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 was split into two sessions separated by one week, which are reported 
consecutively in this paper. The first session suffices to test the hypothesis that recent work in 
linguistics on the contribution of ‘then’ in conditionals can adequately account for the 
Relevance Effect (more on this below). The second session was introduced to compare 
participants’ responses across sessions with the following cross-task consistency constraint 
that ensures that probabilistic reasoning is consistent with deductive logic (Joyce, 2004; 
Oaksford, 2014):  
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       A ⊨ B  only if  P(B) ≥ P(A) 
Accordingly, the second session featured a replication of Experiment 1 ca. 1 week 
later after the participants had assigned probabilities to conditionals with and without negation 
operators, across relevance conditions. 
 
Session 1: Negations, Then, and Probabilities 
On the Meaning Contribution of ‘Then’ 
In Iatridou (1994), the dependency of the consequent on the antecedent is attributed to 
the contribution of ‘then’. More specifically, Iatridou suggests that utterances of ‘if A, then C’ 
are equivalent to utterances of ‘if A, C’ with the presupposition added that not all not-A 
worlds are C worlds. On this view, the conditional “If it's sunny, then Michael takes the dog 
to Pastorius Park” carries the assertion that "In every case in which it is sunny, Michael takes 
the dog to the Pasterius Park". In contrast the semantic contribution of then is to add the 
presupposition that "Not in every case in which it isn't sunny does Michael take the dog to 
Pastorius Park". According to Iatridou (1994), the presence of this presupposition in turn 
accounts for why the following special conditional constructions do not allow for the presence 
of ‘then’: 
If John is dead or alive, (#then) Bill will find him. 
Even if John is drunk, (#then) Bill will vote for him. 
If I were the richest linguist on earth, (#then) I (still) wouldn’t be able to afford this 
house. 
Similarly, it has been suggested in von Fintel (1994) that ‘then’ carries a separate meaning as 
a conventional implicature, and the syntactic motivation for these proposals is thoroughly 
discussed in Bhatt & Pancheva (2006).  
In line with this, Biezma (2014) puts forward a general theory on the non-truth 
functional meaning of ‘then’. The central claim is that ‘then’ operates at the level of discourse 
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structures by establishing an anaphoric relation between two discourse moves. As part of its 
felicity conditions, it is claimed that non-temporal uses of ‘then’ require that two propositions 
enter into a causal explanatory relationship, whereby the antecedent proposition provides a 
reason for the consequent proposition. In paraphrase, when ‘then C’ occurs alone, the 
meaning conveyed is ‘C because of A’, where A may remain an implicit part of the 
antecedent discourse.  
One of the central advantages of the theories reviewed above is that apparently the 
Relevance Effect of conditionals reported in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2016a) can be explained 
by pointing to the occurrence of ‘then’ in the investigated stimulus materials (‘if A, then C’).8 
This in turn would allow us to adopt the Lewis (1973), Stalnaker (1968), and Kratzer (1986) 
framework to provide a semantics for ‘If A, C’ while predicting the influence of reason 
relations on the evaluation of the felicity conditions of ‘if A, then C’, which in turn should 
affect probability and acceptability evaluations. On this view, ‘if A, C’ merely provides a 
description of the worlds in the context set (to wit, that in the most similar A-worlds to the 
actual world, C is also true), whereas ‘if A, then C’ establishes a causal, explanatory claim 
whereby the antecedent provides causal information about the consequent.  
Usually in psychology and philosophy, indicative conditionals are treated as a unit 
consisting of an antecedent and a consequent joined by ‘if…, then…’ (Johnson-Laird & 
Byrne, 2002; Johnson-Laird, Khemlani, and Goodwin, 2015; Stalnaker, 1980). However, if 
Iatridou (1994) von Fintel (1994), and Biezma (2014) are right, this tradition is mistaken in 
holding that ‘if…then’ is a primitive unit of meaning. In this they are in agreement with Grice 
(1989, pp. 63), who insisted that his preferred semantics of the natural language conditional 
applies to ‘if A, C’, and that it is obvious that it would fail for ‘if A, then C’.  
 One central purpose of Session 1 of Experiment 2 is to test this conjecture.  
 
                                                          
8  I thank María Biezma, Maribel Romero, and Eva Csipak for discussion. 
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The Negation Task 
As a test of whether Iatridou (1994), von Fintel (1994), and Biezma’s (2014) theories 
are able to account for the Relevance Effect, the Negation Task from Skovgaard-Olsen et al. 
(2019a) was selected. In this task, participants are asked to assign probabilities to the 
following conditionals across manipulations of the antecedent’s relevance for the consequent 
(see below): 
AFFIRMATIVE CONDITIONAL: if A, C 
WIDE-SCOPE NEGATION:  ¬(if A, C) 
NARROW-SCOPE NEGATION:  if A, ¬C 
where the negation operator takes a wide scope over the whole conditional in the first case, 
and a narrow scope over only the consequent of the conditional in the second case. 
However, while a previous version of the task featured conditionals with ‘then’ and 
‘will’ in the consequents, a central goal of the present study was to investigate whether we can 
replicate previous findings with conditionals without ‘then’ and ‘will’. 
One of the central findings produced by the Negation Task is that the following 
probabilistic version of the Negation Principle can only be maintained for Positive Relevance, 
when the antecedent raises the probability of the consequent (ΔP > 0), because for 
Irrelevance, where the antecedent leaves the probability of the consequent unaffected (ΔP = 
0), the Negation Principle is systematically violated (Skovgaard-Olsen et al., 2019a): 
THE NEGATION PRINCIPLE: ¬(if A, C) ⇔ if A, ¬C 
 Probabilistic version:    P(¬(if A, C)) = P(if A, ¬C)   
Yet, in Handley et al. (2006), the probabilistic version of the Negation Principle has been 
taken to be a litmus test for the Suppositional Theory of conditionals, which explicates the 
meaning of indicative conditionals in terms of the Ramsey test and the Equation, (P(if A, then 
C) = P(C|A)), as outlined above.  
Methods 
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Participants 
The experiment was conducted using the internet platform Mechanical Turk. 
Participants received a small amount of money in exchange for their participation. 141 took 
part in Session 1 of the experiment. The same exclusion criteria were used as in Experiment 1. 
The final sample for Session 1 consisted of a total of 78 people. Mean age was 38.4 years, 
ranging from 20 to 72 years, 61.5% of the participants were female, and 70.1% of the 
participants had an undergraduate degree or higher. The demographics of the participants 
differed minimally before and after exclusion. 
Design 
 Session 1 implemented a within-subjects design. Three factors were individually 
varied: Relevance (Positive relevance vs. Irrelevance), Priors (HH, HL, LH, LL) and Sentence 
Type. The Sentence Type variable had five levels: two of these measured conditional 
probability judgments (P(C|A), P(C�|A)), the remaining measured probability assignments to 
affirmative conditionals [P(if A, C)], their wide scope negation [P(¬(if A, C)], and their 
narrow scope negation [P(if A, ¬C)]. Each participant thus completed 40 within-subject 
conditions in total.  
Materials and Procedure 
First, participants were given a brief general introduction:  
In the course of the experiment we ask you to provide probabilities for various 
 sentences. To fill in your responses please use the slider, which you can click on. 
 Entering a number in the box will not work.  
They were then presented with four practice items in random order. As practice items, 
participants were asked to assign a probability on a scale from 0 to 100% to a categorical 
sentence with an existential presupposition failure (e.g. “The queen of the USA is in her mid-
thirties”, which falsely presupposes that there is a queen of the USA) and its wide and narrow 
scope negations. After this, participants were instructed to pay attention to subtle differences 
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in the wording of the sentences used for the rest of the experiment, such as whether they 
contain words like 'not', 'false', and 'if'. 
Each participant completed probability assignments for the eight experimental 
conditions relating Relevance and Priors (Positive Relevance: HH, HL, LH, LL; Irrelevance 
HH, HL, LH, LL) with the same counterbalancing and randomization procedure as in 
Experiment 1. On the first page of each block, the scenario was displayed. For each of the 
following five pages presenting the five sentence types in random order, the scenario was 
repeated on the top of the page for reference in grey colour. 
The items have been modified for the purpose of this study, however. Most 
importantly, ‘then’ in the consequent was removed from all contents. This is to see whether 
the traces of the reason relation reading are induced by ‘then’, as Iatridou (1994), von Fintel 
(1994), and Biezma (2014) conjecture. Additionally, ‘will’ has been removed. The future 
tense was replaced with present tense. The wording of the wide scope negation has been 
modified as well, compared to the Negation Task in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a). ‘It is not 
the case that’ was replaced with ‘it is false that’.  
 
Results 
Probability Judgments. Like in Experiment 1, a set of mixed generalized regression models 
were fit to the data. The models had crossed random effects for intercepts and slopes by 
participants and by scenarios (Baayen, Davidson, and Bates, 2008) to control for the effect of 
replicates for each participant and item in the experimental design. The models featured the 
following predictors: 
• Model M4 modelled the ratings as a function of the DV factor, encoding the three 
different types of conditionals (Affirm [if A, C], Wide [¬(if A, C)], Narrow [if A, ¬C)], and the Relevance factor, encoding the two relevance levels. The model 
also included the interaction of these two factors. 
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• Model M5 built upon M4 but did not include the two-way interaction. 
• Model M6 built on M5 but did not include the Relevance factor. 
In line with Experiment 1, these models were implemented in a Bayesian framework with 
weakly informative priors, using R package brms (Bürkner, 2017). Since the dependent 
variable consisted of continuous proportions containing zeros and ones, the values were 
first transformed to be within the [0,1] interval and a beta-likelihood function was used. 
Table 4 reports the performance of these models as quantified by WAIC and LOOIC. 
                                  Table 4. Model Comparison 
 LOOIC ΔLOOIC SE WAIC Weight 
M4 -4565.82 0 -- -4531.9 0.989 
M5 -4555.03 10.79 7.10 -4519.9 0.005 
M6 -4555.70 10.12 7.69 -4519.4 0.006 
 
Note. LOOIC = leave-one-out cross-validation information criterion. 
WAIC = Watanabe-Akaike information criterion. Weight = Akaike 
weight of LOOIC. Note that information criteria can take both positive 
and negative values and that the lowest value on the real line still 
indicates best fit.    
The information criteria in Table 4 display a clear preference for M4. Consistent with this, 
very strong evidence for a main effect of Relevance (bIR =  -1.17, 95%-CI [-1.41, -0.94], 
BFH0H1 = -6.05 * 10-59), the DV factor (bWide =  -1.16, 95%-CI [-1.39, -0.92], BFH0H1 = -8.78 * 
10-154; bNarrow =  -1.10, 95%-CI [-1.34, -0.87], BFH0H1 = 2.97 * 10-22), and the two-way 
interaction (bIR:Wide =  1.77, 95%-CI [1.41, 2.14], BFH0H1 = 2.51 * 10-16; bIR:Narrow =  0.96, 
95%-CI [0.65, 1.27], BFH0H1 = 4.04 * 10-15) were found. The interaction is illustrated in 
Figure 2 with the characteristic cross-over of the lines representing Positive Relevance and 
Irrelevance, which makes the wide-scope negated conditionals the highest rated for the 
Irrelevance condition.                
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Figure 2. Posterior mean estimates of M4.   
  
 
In Appendix 1A, further analyses are reported with a comparative data set from 
Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a, Experiment 2), which differed from the present only in 
involving conditionals featuring ‘then’ and ‘will’ in the consequent. As the results show, very 
strong evidence could be obtained for the H0 stating that there is no difference between the 
two datasets for all main effects and interactions in which the ‘Experiment’ factor figured 
(representing the identity of the two datasets). One central advantage of the present Bayesian 
framework is that evidence in favour of H0 can be quantified in terms of Bayes factors, 
whereas classical statistics only permits inferences about whether H0 could or could not be 
rejected at the α = 0.05 level (Wagenmakers et al. 2018). In the present context, where 
replications of the effects in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a, Experiment 2) without ‘then’ and 
‘will’ are tested, this makes Bayesian statistics ideally suited. 
Discussion 
Replicating Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a, Experiment 2), it was found that there is a 
strong interaction between negation operators and relevance conditions making wide scope 
negated conditionals the highest rated conditionals in the Irrelevance condition (see Figure 2). 
The analysis reported in Appendix 1A provide further support for the H0 that there were no 
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differences between the present data set and the dataset reported in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. 
(2019a, Experiment 2). Participants thus appear to treat the difference between ‘if A, C’ and 
‘if A, then C’ to be little more than a stylistic difference when assigning probabilities to [if A, 
C], [if A, ¬C], and [¬(if, A, C)] across relevance levels. This in turn agrees with the notion in 
Geis and Lycan (1993) that genuine conditionals can take the proform ‘then’ in their 
consequents without change in meaning, in contrast to superficially similar constructions that 
are not conditional in meaning, like so-called biscuit conditionals:9 
If you want any, there are biscuits on the sideboard 
#If you want any, then there are biscuits on the sideboard. 
The replication of Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a, Experiment 2) strongly suggests that it is 
not the presence of ‘then’ that is driving the Relevance Effect. For instance, in both 
experiments, the marked drop of the marginal means of [if A, C] from ca. 65% in the Positive 
Relevance condition to ca. 35% in the Irrelevance condition was found, which was originally 
reported in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2016a).  
 This tells against attempts to use accounts of the meaning contribution of ‘then’ along 
the lines of Iatridou (1994), von Fintel (1994), and Biezma (2014) as an explanation for the 
Relevance Effect. We can thus conclude that it is something about indicative conditionals, and 
not about the presence of ‘then’ in the consequents, which gives rise to the expectation that 
the antecedent is a reason for the consequent. In Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a), several 
linguistic categories at the interface between pragmatics and semantics were investigated and 
accumulating evidence was presented that the Relevance Effect is produced by a conventional 
implicature. Based on the present results, we can conclude that this conventional implicature 
does not arise due to the presence of ‘then’ or ‘will’ in the examined stimulus materials.  
                                                          
9  See Iatridou (1994), Biezma (2014), Bhatt & Pancheva (2006), and Zakkou (2017) for 
further discussion. 
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 In both Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a, Experiment 2) and the present experiment, it is 
found that the probabilistic version of the Negation Principle can only be maintained for the 
Positive Relevance condition. In contrast, this principle is systematically violated for the 
Irrelevance condition in both experiments. While the affirmative conditional [if A, then C] 
was rated the highest, and [¬(if A, then C)] was rated the lowest, in the Positive Relevance 
condition, this relationship switched in the Irrelevance condition with the affirmative 
conditional being rated the lowest and [¬(if A, then C)] being rated the highest. This is in 
spite of the fact that the probabilistic version of the Negation Principle has been taken as a 
litmus test for the Suppositional Theory of conditionals in Handley et al. (2006).  
A further way of interpreting our results is that the relevance manipulation invites two 
different resolutions of the ambiguity of the scope of the negation operator. To illustrate, 
Bhatt & Pancheva (2006) point out that the following sentence is ambiguous between two 
readings: "Mary doesn't yell at Bill if she is hungry". The two readings become salient with 
the following continuations: 
 ...but if she is sleepy. 
 ...since hunger keeps her quit.  
In the first continuation, "if she is hungry, Mary yells at Bill" is rejected and the conditional 
"if she is sleepy, Mary yells at Bill" is accepted. In the second continuation, the conditional "if 
she is hungry, Mary yells at Bill " is rejected and the conditional "If she is hungry, Mary does 
not yell at Bill" is accepted. 
 One way of interpreting the interaction between the Relevance factor and the negation 
operator for probability assignments, which was raised by one of the reviewers, is that 
Positive Relevance and Irrelevance brings out this ambiguity in the scope of the negation 
operator and that Irrelevance forces the wide-scope interpretation (in which both 'if A, then C' 
and 'if A, then ¬C' are rejected) whereas Positive Relevance typically goes along with the 
narrow-scope interpretation (according to which 'if A, then not-C' and ‘¬(if A, then C)' are 
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equivalent). Further research will have to determine the merits of this interpretation. So far, 
possible scope ambiguities like this are an underexplored topic in the psychology of 
reasoning. However, their importance has recently been stressed by Over, Douven, and 
Verbrugge (2013). 
 
Session 2: Negations and Entailments 
The Dialogical Entailment Task 
A week later, the same participants from Session 1 were invited to participate in the 
Dialogical Entailment task from Experiment 1. 
Investigating participants’ entailment judgments with respect to the inferences from 
Experiment 1 allows us to apply the following cross-task consistency constraint that ensures 
that their probability judgments in session 1 are consistent with their entailment judgments in 
session 2:  
       A ⊨ B  only if  P(B) ≥ P(A) 
 Hence, it holds for the inferences under investigation that they are licensed by 
conformity to the inequality constraints outlined in Table 5: 
 
Table 5. Applying the Cross-Task Consistency Constraint 
        Inference                        License 
Agree Baseline if A, ¬C ⊨ ¬(if A, C)  only if         P(¬(if A, C)) ≥ P(if A, ¬C) 
Disagree Baseline if A, C ⊨ if A, ¬C only if         P(if A, ¬C) ≥ P(if A, C) 
Target ¬(if A, C) ⊨ if A, ¬C only if         P(if A, ¬C) ≥ P(¬(if A, C)) 
 
Based on the results from Session 1, it is very clear that the participants have acquired 
a license to accept the Agree Baseline inferences and that the participants do not have a 
license to accept the Disagree Baseline inferences. Matters are, however, less clear when it 
comes to the Target inference. The reason is the interaction with Relevance and the negation 
operator that was found, which lead to violations of the probabilistic version of the Negation 
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Principle for the Irrelevance condition. More specifically, in Session 1 it was found for the 
Positive Relevance condition that P(¬(if A, C)) ≈ P(if A, ¬C). Yet, for the Irrelevance 
condition it was found that P(¬(if A, C)) > P(if A, ¬C), at the group level. According to 
Table 5, the participants are in other words only licensed to accept the Target Inference for the 
Positive Relevance condition. If, however, participants accept the Target Inference for the 
Irrelevance condition, then it would lead to violations of the above cross-task consistency 
constraint that ensures that probabilistic reasoning is consistent with deductive logic (Joyce, 
2004; Oaksford, 2014). A central purpose of Session 2 is to investigate whether participants 
violate this cross-task consistency constraint for the Target Inferences.  
Method 
Participants 
Unless otherwise noted, session 2 of Experiment 2 resembled Experiment 1. Only 
participants who had taken part in Session 1, and had not been excluded by the exclusion 
criteria in Session 1, were invited to take part in Session 2 one week later. 57 participants took 
part in Session 2. The participants were paid a small amount of money for their participation 
and a bonus of 1$ for having taken part in both sessions.   
Two sets of responses of Session 2 had to be excluded due to double participation. The 
final sample consisted of 55 participants. Mean age was 38 years, ranging from 22 to 72, 
61.8% of the participants were female; 69% indicated that the highest level of education that 
they had completed was an undergraduate degree or above.  
Design 
Session 2 had the same experimental design as Experiment 1. In total, the participants 
were thus presented with 24 within-subject conditions.   
Materials and Procedure  
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Like in Session 1, each participant worked on one randomly selected scenario for each 
of the 8 prior × relevance within-subject conditions. The task in Session 2 followed the 
procedure of Experiment 1 and used the same materials. 
Results 
Entailment Judgments. To examine the ratings of entailment for the three types of inferences, 
we relied on the same set of mixed generalized linear models as in Experiment 1:  
• Model M7 modelled participants’ acceptance of an entailment (1 vs. 0) as a function 
of the Inference factor (Agree Baseline vs. Disagree Baseline vs. Target Inference), 
the Relevance factor (Positive Relevance vs. Irrelevance), and their interaction. 
• Model M8 built upon M7 but did not include the interaction. 
• Model M9 built upon M8 but did not include the Relevance factor. 
Table 6 reports the performance of these models as quantified by WAIC and LOOIC. 
                             Table 6. Model Comparison 
 LOOIC ΔLOOIC SE WAIC Weight 
M7 1460.19 0 -- 1455.9 0.847 
M8 1464.66 4.47 5.45 1460.3 0.091 
M9 1465.41 5.22 6.13 1461.0 0.062 
 
Note. LOOIC = leave-one-out cross-validation information criterion. 
WAIC = Watanabe-Akaike information criterion. Weight = Akaike 
weight of LOOIC. 
The information criteria displayed in Table 6 favour M7 indicating that there was an 
interaction making the Target Inferences slightly higher rated in the Positive Relevance 
condition than in the Irrelevance condition (b = 0.96, 95%-CI [0.26, 1.66], BFH0H1 = 0.25). 
But no main effect of Relevance could be found (b = -0.25, 95%-CI [-0.78, 0.28], BFH0H1 = 
7.25). In contrast, very strong evidence in favour of a main effect of the Inference factor could 
be obtained. Both the posterior probabilities of accepting the entailment in the Disagree 
Baseline (b = -2.80, 95%-CI [-3.63, -2.02], BFH0H1 = 5.73 * 10-43) and for the Target 
Inference (b =   
-2.20, 95%-CI [-2.86, -1.59], BFH0H1 = 5.96 * 10-19) were substantially below the posterior 
probability of accepting the entailment in the Agree Baseline, as displayed in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Weighted posterior predictive probability of acceptance of entailment. ‘agree’ = 
baseline for agreement; ‘disagree’ = baseline for disagreement; ‘target’ = inference to be 
compared with the baselines. The large dots indicate the posterior probability of accepting the 
entailment for a given inference. The little dots and triangles indicate the predicted acceptance 
based on the majority assignment of latent classes in session 1 (see Appendix B). The posterior 
probabilities of M7, M8, and M9, were weighted by the Akaike Weights from Table 6 to produce 
this plot. 
 
As outlined in Appendix 1B, a Bayesian mixture model was applied to identify latent 
classes for whether the participants possessed a license to accept the entailments in session 2 
based on the cross-task consistency constraint in Table 5 and their performance in Session 1. 
Figure 3 displays the predicted acceptance of entailment based on the assignments of latent 
classes of inference licenses in session 1 as little dots and triangles. The prediction assumes 
that P(acceptance of entailment) = 1 – P(missing license). It was found that the central 
tendency in the posterior probability of acceptance of entailment in session 2 was highly 
correlated with the predicted acceptance based on the majority assignment of latent classes in 
session 1, r = 0.84, t(4) = 3.13, p = 0.035.10 The main exception was the unused license for 
accepting the Target Inference in the Positive Relevance condition. Here the majority 
response (n = 33) would predict an 87% posterior probability of acceptance of the entailment 
in session 2 (see Figure 3). In contrast, the participants’ actual responses were more in line 
                                                          
10  Using a weighted average of both latent classes yields: r = 0.79, t(4) = 2.64, p = 0.058. 
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with the minority response (n = 22) of having a posterior probability of 46% of acceptance of 
the entailment in this condition.  
Discussion 
It was found that while the participants had a higher posterior probability of accepting 
the entailment with the Target Inference than in the Disagree Baseline, the participants had a 
lower posterior probability of accepting the entailment with the Target Inference than in the 
Agree Baseline. Like in Experiment 1, participants’ performance at the group level appears to 
exhibit a lack of preference concerning the Target Inference with a posterior probability of ca. 
50% of accepting the entailment. In contrast to Experiment 1, an interaction between the 
Relevance and Inference factor was found, rendering M7 the preferred model. This interaction 
may have been the result of being exposed to the stimulus materials in Session 1 one week 
earlier, and it indicates a slight decrease in posterior probability of the entailment in response 
to the Target Inferences with irrelevance items. 
Applying the cross-task consistency constraint from Table 5, we can observe that 
while it is consistent for participants to accept the entailment in the Agree Baseline in Session 
2 following their Session 1 responses, it would have violated the cross-task consistency 
constraint, if the participants had accepted the Target Inference. Since the participants did not 
show a strong preference for accepting the Target Inference, they did not exhibit gross 
violations of the cross-task consistency constraint, even in the Irrelevance condition. 
As shown in Figure 3, the participants’ conformity to the Negation Principle for 
positive relevance items in session 1 of Experiment 2 gave them a license to accept the Target 
Inference in the Positive Relevance condition in session 2. Yet, the participants displayed a 
similar lack of preference with respect to the Target Inference in the Positive Relevance 
condition as in the Irrelevance condition. On closer inspection, however, it would have 
appeared problematic, if the participants had selectively exploited this license by disagreeing 
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with Louis’ objection for the Target Inference in the Irrelevance condition while agreeing 
with Louis’ objection for the Positive Relevance condition. Doing so would have required that 
the participants agreed that Samuel’s statements cannot both be true when seeing one type of 
item while accepting that they can both be true, when seeing a different type of item. In the 
first case, participants would have had to accept that there are no models satisfying the 
premise and the negation of the conclusion while agreeing, in the second case, that there are 
such models. 
 
Experiment 3 
Some of the open-ended explanations of why the participants agreed/disagreed with 
Louis in Experiment 1 indicated that there may be differences in how the participants parse 
wide-scope negations. Table 7 outlines some of these readings:  
Figure 7. Examples of Different Readings of Negation Operator in Experiment 1 
Samuel: 
It is false that if A, C. 
….but it would be wrong to think that if A, not-C 
Negation of antecedent Narrow-scope  Mixture Heuristic to reduce complexity 
If not A, C.  
If not A, not-C. 
If A, not C.  
If A, not (not-C). 
If not A, C.  
If A, not (not-C). 
It is false that if A, C. 
….but it would be wrong to think that 
if A, not-C. 
Lucas Scenario 
“…the first one says if 
Lucas professor is not 
employed by the university 
he is attending that he meets 
the deadline. The second 
sentence implies if Lucas 
professor is not employed 
by the university he is 
attending that he [d]oes not 
meet the deadline…“ 
Maria Scenario 
“First he says if 
Maria visits 
Adrian it's false 
that Craig would 
be jealous. Then 
he says, it would 
be wrong to think 
that her visit does 
not make Craig 
jealous.” 
Julia Scenario 
“it's true that if 
she's not having 
surgery. she loses 
weight. It's also 
right that if she's 
having surgery, 
she loses weight. 
Either way she 
can lose weight. 
same thing.” 
Martin Scenario 
“Both statements start with False or 
Wrong, so you take the reverse of the 
statement, and they both say Martin is 
raising his hand discreetly, so you can 
disregard that portion of the 
statements.  The second half of each 
statement, therefore, so the opposite 
of each other - the first one says he 
gets the attention of the waitress, the 
second one says he does not…“ 
Note. Examples of open-ended responses from Experiment 1, used here for exploratory purposes. 
Faced with such a variety of different ways of parsing the sentences, Experiment 3 
sought to fix the parsing of the sentences through Louis’ objections. This time, Louis’ 
objection interprets the wide-scope negations in Samuel’s statements as categorical rejections 
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of conditional statements. Accordingly, Louis’ objection to the Target Inference now takes the 
form of that Samuel cannot both reject “if A, C” and reject “if A, ¬C” at the same time.  
Another side-effect of this reformulation is that whereas the original formulation of the 
task concerns the more traditional semantic question of whether the premise and the negation 
of the conclusion of an inference can be true at the same time, the reformulated version 
concerns rational acceptability/assertability and whether warrant to assert the premise 
precludes a warrant for denying the conclusion.  
Preservation of rational acceptability from the premises to the conclusion has 
traditionally been associated with the pragmatics of making assertions. However, there have 
also been attempts to replace classical notions of logical consequence with more use-oriented 
notions of inference based on rational assertability/acceptability (Tennant, 2002; Khlentzos, 
2004). E.g. in Yalcin (2012), a consequence relation is defined based on that no information 
state that accepts the premises can fail to accept the conclusion, to model epistemic content. 
Method 
Participants 
A total of 124 people from USA, UK, Canada, and Australia took part in the Online 
study, which was run on Mechanical Turk. The same exclusion criteria were used as in 
Experiment 1. Since some of these criteria were overlapping, the final sample consisted of 87 
participants. Mean age was 41 years, ranging from 23 to 71, 56% of the participants were 
female; 79% indicated that the highest level of education that they had completed was an 
undergraduate degree or above. Applying the exclusion criteria had only slight effects on the 
demographic variables. 
Design 
Experiment 3 had the same experimental design as Experiment 1. In total, the 
participants were thus presented with the same 24 within-subject conditions.   
Materials and Procedure  
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Experiment 3 followed the procedure of Experiment 1 and used the same materials. 
The only differences were that 1) the participants were instructed that Louis accuses Samuel 
of making two claims that he cannot assert at the same time, 2) Louis’ objections were 
replaced by the objections in Table 8, 3) the participants were cautioned not to conflate 
agreeing/disagreeing with Samuel’s statements and with Louis’ objections, and 4) that the 
participants read Samuel’s assertions on a separate page before processing Louis’ objections. 
When presenting Louis’ objections, Samuel’s statements and the scenario texts were 
displayed as reminders in grey at the top of the page. 
Table 8. Louis’ Acceptability Objections 
Target Inference Disagree Baseline Agree Baseline 
Samuel: 
It is FALSE that IF A, C 
…But it would be WRONG to 
think that if A, not-C 
Samuel: 
IF A, C 
…But it would be WRONG to think 
that IF A, not-C 
Samuel: 
IF A, not-C 
…But it would be CORRECT to 
think that IF A, C 
Louis:  
Wait, you cannot both reject that: 
“IF A, C” 
and reject: 
“IF A, not-C”  
at the same time! 
Louis:  
Wait, you cannot both accept that: 
“IF A, C” 
and reject: 
“if A, not-C” 
at the same time! 
Louis:  
Wait, you cannot both accept that: 
“IF A, not-C” 
and accept: 
“if A, C” 
at the same time! 
Note. In the experiment, the words “accept” and “reject”, which are marked in bold here, were made salient 
through a blue color to the participants. Here the structure of the objections is illustrated; in the actual 
experiment the propositional letters A and C were filled out with the same naturalistic scenarios as in 
Experiment 1. 
 
Results 
The same type of analysis was applied as in Experiment 1 with the following models: 
• Model M10 modelled acceptance of entailment as a function of the Inference 
factor (Agree vs. Disagree vs. Target), the Relevance factor (Positive Relevance 
vs. Irrelevance), and their interaction. 
• Model M10 built upon M11 but did not include the two-way interaction. 
• Model M12 built on M11 but did not include the Relevance Factor. 
Table 9 reports the performance of these models as quantified by WAIC and LOOIC. 
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                             Table 9. Model Comparison 
 LOOIC ΔLOOIC SE WAIC Weight 
M10 2130.94 0 -- 2122.3 0.452 
M11 2132.63 1.70 3.72 2124.2 0.194 
M12 2131.42 0.49 3.76 2123.1 0.354 
 
Note. LOOIC = leave-one-out cross-validation information criterion. 
WAIC = Watanabe-Akaike information criterion. Weight = Akaike 
weight of LOOIC.  
As the information criteria suggest, the full model, M10, was the winning model, but 
the edge given to this model was very slight as witnessed by the intermediary Akaike weights 
given to all models. In line with this, no main effect of relevance could be found (b = 0.09, 
95%-CI [-0.43, 0.61], BFH0H1 = 10.5), and the Relevance factor was also not involved in an 
interaction (bDisagree:Irrelevance = 0.13, 95%-CI [-0.50, 0.74], BFH0H1 = 8.42; bTarget:Irrelevance =      
-0.46, 95%-CI [-1.09, 0.16], BFH0H1 = 3.2). Like in the previous studies, strong evidence could 
be obtained that the posterior probability of accepting the entailment in the Disagree Baseline 
was below the Agree Baseline (b = -2.54, 95%-CI [-3.28, -1.84], BFH0H1 = -2.36 * 10-23). In 
contrast, there was now only anecdotal evidence for a difference between the Target Inference 
and the Agree Baseline (b = -0.57, 95%-CI [-1.06, -0.07], BFH0H1 = 0.92). These findings are 
illustrated in Figure 5, which displays the weighted predictive posterior probabilities of all 
three models, when collapsing across the Relevance factor. 
 
Figure 5. Weighted posterior predictive probability of acceptance of entailment. ‘agree’ = baseline 
for agreement; ‘disagree’ = baseline for disagreement; ‘target’ = inference to be compared with the 
baselines. The posterior probabilities of M10, M11, and M12, were weighted by the Akaike Weights 
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from Table 9 and collapsed across the Relevance factor to produce this plot. 
 
Discussion 
It is striking that only anecdotal evidence could be obtained for a difference between the 
Target Inference and the Agree Baseline in Experiment 3. This indicates that participants 
accept the entailment of the Target Inference when Louis’ objection is presented as in 
Experiment 3. Experiment 3 thereby documents a facilitation effect compared to Experiments 
1 and 2, where only a lack of preference with respect to the Target Inference could be found 
(with posterior probability of accepting the entailment around 50%). Apparently, fixing the 
parsing of the negation operator (as a wide-scope rejection of the whole statement), and 
changing the task to judging preservation of rational acceptability, has the effect of rendering 
the Target Inference acceptable to the participants. 
 
General Discussion 
In this paper, evidence was found against an unrestricted adoption of the Negation 
Principle both in its probabilistic version – with and without ‘then’ and ‘will’ in the examined 
conditionals – as well as against its truth-conditional version in an entailment task.  
THE NEGATION PRINCIPLE:   ¬(if A, then C) ⇔ if A, then ¬C 
 Probabilistic version:   P(¬(if A, then C)) = P(if A, then ¬C)  
This principle has, however, played a prominent role in the psychological literature, 
where it has been cited by proponents of the Suppositional Theory of conditionals as a litmus 
test of their theory (Handley et al, 2006). In addition, the principle has played a role in the 
possible-worlds account of conditionals that is popular in linguistics (Stalnaker, 2011). The 
Negation Principle is moreover accepted by Adams (1998, p. 270) and certain three-valued 
logics of conditionals in philosophy (e.g. Cantwell, 2008a). Moreover, it follows from 
accounts emphasizing the connections between conditionals, subjective probability, and 
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conditional bets based on de Finetti truth tables (Baratgin, Over, & Politzer 2013; Baratgin, 
Politzer, Over, & Takahaschi, 2018). 
The probabilistic version of the Negation Principle is violated due to an interaction 
between the reason relation of indicative conditionals and the negation operator, which 
strongly affect their probabilities. The evidence suggests that participants only conform to this 
principle for Positive Relevance conditions; for Irrelevance it is systematically violated. 
The significance of the violation of the Negation Principle for its probabilistic version 
both with and without ‘then’ and ‘will’ is that it rules out an explanation of the Relevance 
Effect in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2016a) as based on the non-truth conditional contribution of 
the discourse marker ‘then’, along the lines of Iatridou (1994), von Fintel (1994), and 
Biezma’s (2014). Had the Relevance Effect been due to the influence of ‘then’ in the 
investigated materials, we would expect the effects on probability evaluations of the contrast 
Positive Relevance (ΔP > 0) vs. Irrelevance (ΔP = 0) to go away once conditionals without 
‘then’ in the consequent were investigated. But this turned out not to be the case; in fact, it 
was found that the results on the Negation task in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a) could be 
exactly replicated without the occurrence of ‘then’ (and ‘will’) in the consequent (see 
Appendix 1A). This suggests that as far as probabilistic relevance effects are concerned, there 
is no difference between ‘if A, C’ and ‘if A, then C will be the case’. 
In Experiments 1 and 2, it was found that the participants do not have strong 
preferences concerning the Target Inference [¬(if A, C) ⊨ if A, ¬C], which is also required 
by the Principle of Conditional Excluded Middle (CEM).  
Conditional Excluded Middle  (if A, C) ∨ (if A, ¬C) 
In a famous dispute between Lewis (1973) and Stalnaker (1980), Stalnaker defended this 
principle while making the concession that in practice issues of vagueness introduce ties in 
which possible worlds are most similar to the actual world. As a result, situations may arise 
where neither [if A, C] nor [if A, ¬C] can be treated as true for practical purposes, although 
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the inference principle of Conditional Excluded Middle continues to remain valid on the 
idealized theory. Bacon (2015, 2019) argues that while there is a dispute among Stalnaker and 
Lewis about the status of the principle of Conditional Excluded Middle for subjunctive 
conditionals, the principle is self-evident for indicative conditionals. Indeed, Bacon (2019, p. 
20) proposes to treat the validity of the principle of Conditional Excluded Middle as: "a piece 
of data that any account of indicatives ought to be able to accommodate, not a controversial 
principle like its subjunctive cousin".11  
In contrast, Khemlani, Orenes, and Johnson-Laird (2014) hold that [if A, then C] and 
[if A, then ¬C] make contrary but not contradictory assertions, because it is possible for both 
of them to be false. Interestingly, the data in Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that the participants 
do not treat the Target Inference [¬(if A, C) ⊨ if A, ¬C] as a valid entailment in relation to 
indicative conditionals. Yet, both the Negation Principle and the principle of Conditional 
Excluded Middle require the Target Inference to be valid. 
At the same time, a facilitation effect was found in Experiment 3 indicating that the 
participants do accept the Target Inference when the parsing of the negation operator is fixed 
(as a wide-scope rejection of the whole statement) and the task is changed to judging 
preservation of rational acceptability, instead of preservation of truth. The implication appears 
to be that while our results are not supportive of the entailment of the Target Inference when 
validity is judged by classical logic, the Target Inference would fare better on consequence 
relations based on preservation of acceptance, like the one expounded in Yalcin (2012). 
Grice (1989, p. 80-83) discusses the possibility of using a denial of conditional as a 
refusal to assert the conditional in question, but not because it does not represent the facts. To 
                                                          
11  Part of Bacon’s (2019) theoretical argument for the Principle of Conditional Excluded 
Middle for indicative conditionals relies on Adams' thesis (P(if A, C) = P(C|A) for simple 
conditionals). However, Adams' thesis has already been shown to break down for missing-
link conditionals in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2016a), which is a result that the data from 
Session 1 (Experiment 2) replicated for bare indicative conditionals without 'then' and 'will' in 
the consequent.  
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illustrate: “to say “It is not the case that if X is given penicillin, he will get better” might be a 
way of suggesting that the drug might have no effect on X at all” (p. 81). Similarly, Adams 
(1998, p. 270) points out that “to assert “It is not the case that if φ, then ψ” can mean that “If 
φ, then ψ” isn’t probable enough to be asserted”. Accordingly, the fact that P(¬(if A, C)) 
received the highest value in the Irrelevance condition in Session 1 of Experiment 2 could be 
taken as an indicator that the participants treat both [if A, C] and [if A, ¬C] as unassertable. 
From this perspective, it is, however, strange that the participants would not permit Samuel to 
deny both [if A, C] and [if A, ¬C] in Experiment 3, where the facilitation effect was found. 
One possibility is that the participants were reacting to the oddity of why Samuel would 
connect unrelated sentences such as “Mark is wearing socks” and “Mark’s TV is working” 
out of the blue in sentences, if he did not presuppose that they were supposed to be connected. 
In retrospect, it might have been better to let a neutral interlocutor assert the missing-link 
conditionals, and have Samuel react to these assertions by denials, instead of making Samuel 
the originator of the missing-link items. Future research will have to determine whether the 
facilitation effect is robust with respect to such variations.   
Finally, the participants’ cross-task consistency was examined in Experiment 2 by 
investigating whether the participants accepted entailments for which they had no license 
based on their probability assignments one week earlier. It was found that this was not the 
case, but that the participants did have an unused license to endorse the Target Inference for 
the Positive Relevance condition. On closer inspection, it was found, however, that by using 
this license, participants would have had to adopt the doubtful cognitive state of, on the one 
hand, accepting that there are no models satisfying the premise and the negation of the 
conclusion (when responding to the positive relevance items) while agreeing, in the second 
case, that there are such models (when responding to irrelevance items). 
 A further contribution of the present paper consists in the introduction of a novel 
experimental task for investigating participants’ acceptance of entailments, which avoids the 
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pitfalls of previous research into deductive reasoning identified in Evans (2002). In line with 
work by Stenning and van Lambalgen (2008) on deductive logic being most suited for 
adversial contexts, and with work on the argumentative nature of logical norms for rational 
beliefs in Skovgaard-Olsen (2017a), the Dialogical Entailment Task proposes to investigate 
participants' acceptance of entailments in argumentative contexts.  
 In this paper, the Dialogical Entailment Task was put to use to investigate the 
participants' acceptance of a Target Inference [¬(if A, C) ⊨ if A, ¬C] across relevance levels. 
While relevance did play a role on some of the open-ended responses in Experiment 1 of why 
the participants had agreed/disagreed with Louis (which were used here only for exploratory 
purposes), in general strong effects of relevance were not found in the entailment task (as 
opposed to the probabilistic Negation Task). Similarly, no relevance effects on the examined 
and-to-if entailment judgments were found in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019b), echoing the 
lack of relevance effects for truth-value judgments in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2017).  
 There is room for improvements of the Dialogical Entailment Task in future studies. 
One obvious way of improving it would be to elicit the counterexamples produced by 
participants who do not accept a given inference principle. Furthermore, alternative 
entailment relations to the classical notion of logical validity could be tested. In Experiment 3 
one such variant was investigated (i.e. preservation of rational acceptability), but many further 
kinds exist. For instance, versions of the Dialogical Entailment Task implementing p-validity 
could be investigated (e.g. by having Samuel assign high probabilities to the premises of an 
inference and a low probability to its conclusion). Furthermore, Cantwell (2008b) 
recommends using preservation of non-falsity as a notion of validity for three-valued logic. 
Finally, Chemla, Egré, and Spector (2017) and Chemla and Egré (2018) have investigated an 
even more general family of entailment relations for many-valued logics by, inter alia, 
exploiting the possibility of exhaustively investigating all possible truth tables through 
computer-aided search.  
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These developments indicate the importance of extending the Dialogical Entailment 
Task to further types of entailment relations, in particularly when three-valued truth tables of 
indicative conditionals are investigated, such as in Baratgin et al. (2018). 
 
Conclusion 
Given that intuitive entailment judgments arguably make up one of the primary 
sources of data for semantic theories, it would be desirable to have a substantive body of 
empirical data surveying the entailment judgments of ordinary people. In this paper, a novel 
Dialogical Entailment Task was developed to obtain data of participants’ intuitive entailment 
judgments in the aftermath of the methodological criticism in Evans (2002) of a previous 
deductive paradigm in the psychology of reasoning.  
Combining this task with participants probability assignments across relevance 
conditions, evidence was reported against the Negation Principle [¬(if A, then C) ⇔ if A, 
then ¬C] both in its probabilistic version – with and without ‘then’ and ‘will’ – as well 
against its truth-conditional version. In its probabilistic version, it was found that the Negation 
Principle was only conformed to for positive relevance items; for irrelevance items it was 
systematically violated. As an inference principle concerning truth-preservation from the 
premises to the conclusion, it was found that the participants did not have strong preferences 
in either direction (Experiments 1 and 2). Yet, when the entailment task was posed using 
preservation of rational acceptability, while disambiguating potential scope ambiguities, a 
facilitation effect was found (Experiment 3). 
The Relevance Effect reported in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2016a) was found using 
indicative conditionals containing neither ‘then’ and ‘will’ in the consequent as stimulus 
materials. Consequently, it is possible that these results could be completely accounted for 
based on the meaning contribution of ‘then’ advanced in Iatridou (1994), von Fintel (1994), 
and Biezma (2014). Against such an account, it was found that the strong interaction for 
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probability evaluations between relevance and the negation operator reported in Skovgaard-
Olsen et al. (2019a) could be completely replicated using indicative conditionals without 
‘then’ (and ‘will’) in the consequents. We can therefore conclude that it is not the presence of 
‘then’ in the investigated stimulus materials that is driving the Relevance Effect.  
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Appendix 1A: Comparison with Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a) 
As part of the analysis of Experiment 2, the data from its participants were compared 
to the data from Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a, Experiment 2), which is publicly accessible at 
the Open Science Framework: https://osf.io/hz4k6/.  
Like Experiment 2 of this paper, Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a) conducted their 
experiment over the Internet using Mechanical Turk and sampling from USA, UK, Canada, 
and Australia. 105 people participated in the experiment in exchange for a small payment. 
The exclusion criteria were the same as in Experiment 2 of this paper. The final sample 
consisted of 67 participants. Mean age was 41.3 years, ranging from 23 to 71 years; 41.8 % of 
the participants were male; 68.7 % indicated that the highest level of education that they had 
completed was an undergraduate degree or higher. The sample differed only minimally on the 
demographic variables above before and after applying the exclusion criteria. 
 
Results 
Experiment 1 and 2. To investigate whether the findings from Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a, 
Experiment 2) could be replicated with conditionals without ‘then’ and ‘will’ in the 
consequent, a set of mixed linear models were fitted to the data. The models had crossed 
random effects for intercepts and slopes by participants and by scenarios (Baayen, Davidson, 
and Bates, 2008) to control for the effect of replicates for each participant and item in the 
experimental design. To investigate whether a replication of the previous results was possible 
without 'then' and 'will', the models included an ‘Experiment’ factor that indicated whether the 
data originated from Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a) and included ‘then’ and ‘will’ (Exp 1), or 
whether the data came from the present replication without ‘then’ and ‘will’ (Exp 2). The 
models featured the following predictors:  
• Model M1A modelled the ratings as a function of the DV factor, encoding the 
three different types of conditionals (Affirm [if A, C], Wide [¬(if A, C)], Narrow 
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[if A, ¬C)], the Relevance factor, encoding the two different relevance levels, and 
of the Experiment factor (Exp1 vs. Exp2). The model also included all the 
interactions between these three factors. 
• Model M2A built upon M1A but did not include the three-way interaction 
between DV, Relevance, and Experiment. 
• Model M3A built upon M2A but did not include the two-way interaction between 
DV and Experiment. 
• Model M4A built upon M3A but did not include the two-way interaction between 
Relevance and Experiment.  
• Model M5A built upon M4A but did not include a main effect of the Experiment 
factor. M5A thus effectively eliminated the Experiment factor from the model of 
the two data sets. 
In line with the previous studies, these models were implemented in a Bayesian framework 
with weakly informative priors, using R package brms (Bürkner, 2017). One advantage of 
the Bayesian framework is that it allows us to quantify the evidence in favour of the null-
hypothesis in terms of Bayes factors, whereas classical statistics would only have allowed 
us to conclude that H0 could not be rejected (Wagenmakers et al. 2018). Since the 
dependent variable consisted of continuous proportions containing zeros and ones, the 
values were first transformed to be within the interval [0,1] and a beta-likelihood function 
was used.12 Table 1A reports the performance of these models as quantified by WAIC and 
LOOIC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
12  Note that in Skovgaard-Olsen et al. (2019a), a zero-or-one inflated beta likelihood 
function was used to report a similar qualitative pattern as in Figure 1A below. Both are 
compromise solutions when modelling continuous proportions containing zeros and ones.  
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                                   Table 1A. Model Comparison 
 LOOIC ΔLOOIC SE WAIC Weight 
M1A -8564.17 3.74 3.70 -8496.1 0.078 
M2A -8564.06 3.85 2.74 -8497.4 0.074 
M3A -8565.73 2.18 1.68 -8498.4 0.170 
M4A -8565.78 2.13 1.55 -8500.2 0.175 
M5A -8567.91 0 -- -8501.2 0.505 
 
Note. LOOIC = leave-one-out cross-validation information criterion. 
WAIC = Watanabe-Akaike information criterion. Weight = Akaike 
weight of LOOIC.  
Table 1A indicates that M5A was the winning model. Consistent with this, evidence of 
varying degrees could be obtained in favour of the null-hypotheses which set the 
coefficients of these fixed effects equal to zero for all effects involving the Experiment 
factor, reflecting the fact that the 95% credible interval in all cases crossed zero. For the 
three-way interaction, strong evidence in favour of the null-hypothesis was found 
(b_IR:Narrow:Exp2 =  -0.29, 95%-CI [-0.71, 0.13], BFH0H1 = 19.0; b_IR:Wide:Exp2 = -0.22, 95%-CI 
[-0.76, 0.32], BFH0H1 = 26.61). For the two-way interaction between DV and Experiment, 
strong evidence in favour of the null-hypothesis was found (b_Narrow:Exp2 = 0.25, 95%-CI [-
0.05, 0.55], BFH0H1 = 16.23; b_Wide:Exp2 = 0.05, 95%-CI [-0.26, 0.37], BFH0H1 = 58.32). For 
the two-way interaction between Relevance and Experiment, strong evidence in favour of 
the null-hypothesis was found (b_IR:Exp2 = 0.10, 95%-CI [-0.23, 0.44], BFH0H1 = 47.46). For 
the main effect of Experiment, strong evidence in favour of the null-hypothesis was found 
(b_Exp2 = -0.10, 95%-CI [-0.31, 0.11], BFH0H1 = 57.38). 
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Figure 1A. Predictive posterior means from M1A, M2A, M3A, M4A, M5A 
weighted by the Akaike weights from Table 1A. 'Exp1' = conditionals with 
'then' and 'will'; 'Exp2' = conditionals without 'then' and 'will'. ‘DVa’ = 
affirmative conditional; ‘DVb’ = wide scope negation; ‘DVc’ = narrow 
scope. 
  
As Figure 1A indicates, the estimated marginal mean posterior probabilities across 
experiments were almost identical for all six measures. 
Appendix 1B: Bayesian Mixture Model 
It was assumed that participants’ responses came from a mixture distribution consisting of a 
group of participants, who had a license to accept a given entailment in session 2 of 
Experiment 2 based on their probability assignments in session 1 (e.g. accepting the 
entailment “¬(if A, C) ⊨ if A, ¬C” after conforming to the inequality “P(if A, ¬C) ≥ P(¬(if 
A, C))” in session 1), and a group of participants who lacked such a license (e.g. conforming 
to “P(if A, ¬C) < P(¬(if A, C))” in the first session 1). The upper half of Table 1B below 
displays the license and inference pairs: 
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Table 1B. Applying the Cross-Task Consistency Constraint 
               Inference                                License 
Agree Baseline           if A, ¬C ⊨ ¬(if A, C) only if           P(¬(if A, C)) ≥ P(if A, ¬C) 
Disagree Baseline           if A, C ⊨ if A, ¬C only if          P(if A, ¬C) ≥ P(if A, C) 
Target Inference          ¬(if A, C) ⊨ if A, ¬C only if           P(if A, ¬C) ≥ P(¬(if A, C)) 
                          P(missing license) 
                Positive Relevance     Irrelevance 
Agree Baseline φ  = 0.54 [0.50, 0.61]                                                                    ψ = 0.22 [0.13, 0.32] φ = 0.53 [0.50, 0.59]  ψ = 0.097 [0.04, 0.17] 
Disagree Baseline φ  = 0.80 [0.71, 0.87]                                                                       ψ = 0.48 [0.43, 0.50] φ = 0.56 [0.50, 0.66] ψ = 0.34 [0.22, 0.46] 
Target Inference φ  = 0.54 [0.50, 0.61]                                                                       ψ = 0.13 [0.05, 0.22] φ = 0.68 [0.55, 0.80] ψ = 0.31 [0.19, 0.43] 
                       P(acceptance of entailment) = 1 – P(missing license) 
Agree Baseline 0.46 0.78 0.47 0.90 
Disagree Baseline 0.20 0.52 0.44 0.66 
Target Inference 0.46 0.87 0.32 0.69 
Note. The 95%-credible intervals for the parameter estimates are listed in square brackets. The bottom row 
indicates the predicted posterior probabilities of acceptance of the entailments based on the latent classes in 
session 1. The grey boxes in the bottom row indicate the modal session 1 classification (n = 33).  
To classify participants into two latent classes, the prior recommendations and Bayesian 
mixture models in Lee and Wagenmarkers (2014) were followed. Essentially, information or 
ignorance regarding the model parameters is represented by prior distributions. The observed 
data is then used to update our knowledge about the parameters, resulting in posterior 
parameter distributions (Kruschke, 2014; Lee & Wagenmakers, 2014; Skovgaard-Olsen et al. 
2019b). As shown in Table 2B, participants’ conformity to/violation of a given inequality (e.g. 
the Target Inference license) was modelled as produced by binominal rate parameters that 
come from two distributions (the φj distribution that was constrained to be above 0.5 or the ψj 
distribution, which was constrained to be below 0.5). An uninformed indicator variable (𝑧𝑖𝑖) 
classified which distribution a given participant belonged to in a given experimental 
condition. Based on the posterior probabilities of the indicator variables 𝑧𝑖𝑖, each individual 
was classified per condition as possessing or lacking an inference license. Since Positive 
Relevance and Irrelevance were modelled separately, and there were three types of inference 
licenses (see Table 1B), six binominal rate parameters were assigned to a given participant 
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based on four trial replications (HH, HL, LH, LL). Identifiability was ensured by applying the 
constraint that the two binominal rate parameters were identical across participants for the two 
latent classes for a given DV. The lower half of Table 1B lists the estimated parameters. 
Table 2B. Bayesian Mixture Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note. beta(1,1)T(0.5, 1) indicates that the beta-distribution with the shape-parameters α = 1 and β = 1 is 
truncated to only take values from the interval [0.5, 1]. DV ∈ {Agree licensePO, Agree licenseIR, Disagree 
licensePO, Disagree licenseIR, Target licensePO, Target licenseIR}. 
 
𝜃𝑖𝑖 ← �
𝜑𝑖 𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑖𝑖 = 1
𝜓𝑖  𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑖𝑖 = 0 
zij  ~ Bernoulli(0.5) 
φj  ~ beta(1,1)T(0.5,1) 
ψj  ~ beta(1,1)T(0,0.5) 
 kij  ~ Binominal(θij,n) 
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n 
